
Expert Support for Law Firms
Investigative Solutions Network (ISN), where Excellence meets Expertise. As North America's leading Investigative 
and Security company, we take pride in our team's support to Police Services, Law Firms and Municipal Legal 
Departments. Our former police officers, with expertise in all aspects of policing, bring an unparalleled level of 
support to the fight when you are confronted with a civil lawsuit. ISN offers timely expert insight, empowering you 
to formulate the optimal path forward.

Services OfferedServices Offered

 File Reviews: ISN conducts comprehensive reviews
   of case files, ensuring that no detail is overlooked.
 Standard of Care Reports: The team prepares
   expert opinion reports for clients, offering valuable
   insights and analysis.
 Tailored Solutions: Our consultative approach 
  merges leading practices with personalized 
 strategies, guaranteeing solutions that drive
 tangible results.

Benefits to Law Firms

 Issue Identification: ISN assists law firms in
   identifying potential issues within the case, helping
   them to better understand the challenges they
   m   may face.
   Informed Decision Making: By providing expert
   insights, ISN empowers law firms to make informed
   decisions regarding defense strategies, actions to
   pursue, or potential settlements.

NAVIGATING CIVIL SUITS

Best People. Best Methods. Best Results.

 CONTACT US FOR A COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
1-866-790-ISNI (4764)  |  info@isninc.ca  |  www.isninc.ca 

Areas of Expertise

 Negligent Investigations: ISN addresses allegations
   related to investigative procedures and best
   practices, ensuring that due diligence is carried out.
   Excessive Use of Force: The team evaluates cases
   involving claims of excessive force, providing expert
   ana   analysis to support legal arguments.
 Suspect Apprehension Pursuits: ISN offers expertise
   in cases involving pursuit tactics, and procedures,
   aiding in the assessment of law enforcement actions.
   Motor Vehicle Collisions: ISN provides insights into
   fatal or injury-related collisions, offering valuable
   perspectives on liability and causation including
   accide   accident reconstruction.
 Objective and Unbiased Opinion: ISN prides itself
 on offering an impartial third-party perspective to
 assist both the plaintiff and the respondent counsels. 
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